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IGF DAILY HIGHLIGHTS 

 

IGF Daily Highlights - 24 October 2013 P.M. 
For information media • not an official record 

 

Focus on Internet Openness, essential links to Rights  

 

Bali, Indonesia - Access to and use of the Internet from a human rights perspective 

came to the forefront during Day 3 in Bali, in a densely-packed focus session on 

“Human Rights, Freedom of expression and free flow of information on the Internet” 

that also brought together work done with a narrower focus in the other human 

rights-themed IGF workshops.   

 

Key points related to a wide range of violations of rights and particular groups being 

affected, including  journalists, human rights defenders and sexual rights activists. 

The ways in which Governments have responded with legislation to challenges 

posed by the Internet, as well as new jurisprudence, new case law, and new forms of 

defamation, were also discussed in the proceedings. One commonality in the 

discussions was the desire to connect openness in Internet standards with that for 

“reasonable limitations online.”   

 

Speakers addressed emerging issues and concerns that include civil suits against 

individuals for twitter expression. Another source of concern, especially for speakers 

from developing countries, are copyright suits by technology providers that  are seen 

as “overriding protections provided by the law,” with one speaker describing  the 

enforcement of copyright as limiting people’s access to essential knowledge. 

“Unbalanced copyright frameworks” were also described from the perspective of 

public library service providers, with one speaker saying that licensing systems of the 

digital age are bringing restrictions that that “end up defeating the purposes of the 

Internet,” as the public can only access information that public library systems “can 

afford to pay for”. Others warned of setting up a “false dichotomy” between copyright 

and freedom of expression.   

 

The debates over responsibility and protection for online and traditional journalists 

were also explored, with a call for “more solidarity” in the two media 

communities.  On a related theme, mentions was made of  the need to find funding 

modalities for  online journalism as a way to promote both responsibility and 

protection. A UNESCO initiative highlighting seven areas of danger for digital 

journalism was also mentioned.  

 

Threats from various arenas, examined in the workshop on “Human Rights online,” 

were also reviewed, including the increased use of blocking and filtering, which one 
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speaker described as relatively inefficient and “indiscriminate” measures. Another 

speaker talked about the  “scapegoating of content” and the “increasing use of tools 

that are disruptive on a fundamental level” to the Internet, warning that these are 

obstacles to the goal of providing universal Internet access. 

 

The threats faced by women human rights defenders, especially  in local 

communities where personal data can be more easily be used to discredit and 

intimidate, were also considered, as was the notion of including rights to “sexual 

expression” (based on consent) in the realm of freedom of expression. 

 

A  takeaway from a previous workshop was mentioned in connection with telecom 

shutdowns during human rights protests in Sudan, with participants reaching the 

consensus opinion that “there is never any justification for an internet shutdown.” 

The latter was mentioned as an example of norm development at the  IGF. 

Consensus was also announced from a workshop on network neutrality, around the 

principle that “openness and neutrality are essential features of the Internet, for free 

flow of information,”  with the addendum that “Internet traffic management 

techniques” can jeopardize this impartial, neutral, role of the Internet.  

 

An important thread  in the human rights discussion related to the rights of children 

and youth. In the workshop “Child protection vs. Child rights” are they in conflict?”, 

the question of reconciling article 13 of the United Nations Convention on the Rights 

of the Child with protecting children from harm was explored. An earlier open forum 

hosted by ITU and UNICEF offered insights into a child online protection initiative 

that delivers practical tools to help governments, educators, and parents in this 

regard.   

 

“A better Internet with You(th)”  saw young people participating in the on-going 

debates on public policy issues relating to the internet. Priorities outlined included 

the need for online safely,  openness to content from the internet, and the need to 

design the Internet for the benefit of future generations, with more opportunities for 

parents to be involved. 

 

The use of aggregated “big data” in solving pressing public policy challenges, and 

the need to protect privacy,  was stressed by particpants in a discussion that 

highlighted the need for real-time information in crises that can allow quick action to 

change the outcomes. One example was a  partnership project between the UN and 

Indonesia, together with UNICEF and the WHO, whose initial findings has found 

parents sharing through Twitter their intention not vaccinate their children, revealing 

information that could be used by policy-makers in the health sector. 
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